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INTRODUCTION

TRAINING
PRISONERS
TO KILL

The Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) owns an abattoir where prisoners are trained to kill.
The abattoir’s original “raison d’être” was to produce beef for prisons but it has since shifted into a
Public-Private Partnership exploiting underpaid prison labour for the private sector. Slaughter work is
dangerous, traumatic, and criminogenic, making it particularly inappropriate in a correctional context.
The abattoir is expected to close (see Conclusion) unless the federal government intervenes to keep
prisoners killing for the meat industry.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDER (“RAISON D’ÊTRE”)
Joyceville Institution is home to the last prison abattoir in Canada.1 From 1960-1995, the abattoir was
operated by CSC and CORCAN (the agency responsible for prison work programs). Formerly known
as the Pittsburgh Abattoir, the facility produced meat exclusively for prisons until 1995 when CSC
introduced a Public-Private Partnership in an attempt to lower operating costs. CSC signed a contract
with a private business, Wallace Beef Inc, to run the abattoir in a unique profit-sharing venture. While
supplying CSC’s meat for prisons in Ontario and Quebec, Wallace Beef could sell “higher priced meats”
commercially, using prison labour to slaughter and butcher animals for private sector farms.
Following the closure of prison farms (2009-2011), CSC introduced Food Service Modernization, a
standardized industrial “cook-chill” food service.2 As CSC would no longer be producing its own food,
the Joyceville abattoir was slated to close in 2011, but by then meat and dairy farmers had come
to rely on it economically. Industry representatives successfully lobbied the federal government to
intervene. The Joyceville abattoir was preserved, shifting to a fully commercial enterprise, while CSC
remained contractually obligated to supply inmate labour for Wallace Beef.
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The Joyceville abattoir was built in
1960.3 Joyceville Institution opened
at the same time with the “primary
function” of producing beef for CSC.
In other words, the abattoir is the
“raison d’être” of the prison.
While CSC claims it “does not
slaughter animals,”4 its abattoir has
been in operation for over 60 years.
The focus of this report, however, is
the 27-year relationship between
CSC and Wallace Beef – the longest
Public-Private Partnership in CSC’s
history – as revealed in highlights
from 1000 pages of documents
obtained by Evolve Our Prison Farms
through Access to Information.

CSC’s prison farms suffered “chronic poor fiscal performance” and food safety issues (ex. high bacterial
count in milk and butchering pre-deceased animals).5 When the Joyceville abattoir proved too costly
for CORCAN to maintain, the joint venture with Wallace Beef was expected to reduce costs, but instead
resulted in ongoing financial strain and food safety issues, as evidenced throughout this report.
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UNDERSTANDING PRISON LABOUR IN CANADA
Prisoners in Canada are not legally classified as employees. They are not permitted to unionize or
quit a job (though they may appeal for transfer to another job placement). Wages are not considered
payment but rather incentive to participate in work programs that are generally required by CSC as part
of each inmate’s Correctional Plan. Refusal to work adversely affects an inmate’s chances of parole.6
The maximum wage a federal prisoner can receive is $6.90 per day for full-time work (8 hours). This
rate was set in 1981 based on 15% of minimum wage at the time. Fewer than 10% of prisoners receive
this “Level A” pay.7 All prisoners earn less than $1.00 per hour before 30% deductions for food and
accommodation and other administrative fees. The only exception to this is the Joyceville abattoir.
CORCAN pays prisoners $3.00 per hour to work in the abattoir, while invoicing Wallace Beef at
minimum wage (minus a training fee) per “offender” hour worked.

CSC’s abattoir revenue also includes an annual leasing fee ($61,245 in 2019) and utilities and property
taxes ($70,962). Some versions of the contract also have CSC receiving $8.00 per animal processed. In
exchange, CORCAN is contractually obligated to supply inmate labour for Wallace Beef.
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HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

PRISON LABOUR
FOR PRIVATE
COMPANIES

According to the United Nations International Labour Organization (UN ILO), prison labour may only be
associated with the private sector if it meets specific conditions including voluntariness and freedom
from coercion or fear of penalty, and working conditions and wages equivalent to free workers. If
these conditions are not met, it is classified as forced labour and a violation of human rights.8
The Joyceville abattoir is owned by CSC and licensed to a private company, which operates a for-profit
commercial enterprise employing inmates who are paid $3.00 per hour. Participation in prison work
programs is a condition of inmates’ progress towards parole, and inmates cannot quit a job. The wages
and working conditions imposed on Joyceville’s incarcerated abattoir workers are not comparable to
free workers and as such this prison labour constitutes forced labour.
All other violations aside, the basic conditions of CSC’s Public-Private Partnership with Wallace Beef
is a violation of fundamental human rights that would be deemed criminal by the UN ILO.

INMATES
CANNOT
QUIT
A JOB
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COMPARISON: GUELPH CORRECTIONAL ABATTOIR
From the 1970s to the early 1990s, an abattoir operated on the
grounds of Ontario’s Guelph Correctional Centre, employing
inmates in a joint venture with private companies Essex Packers
and Better Beef Limited.
In this case, inmates worked alongside free workers and
earned equal wages. It also set a historical precedent when
the employees, inmates and civilians together, successfully
unionized in 1977. No other attempts to unionize prison labour
have been successful in Canada.9
Unlike the Joyceville abattoir, the Guelph abattoir met the
conditions set by the UN ILO for private sector use of prison
labour. Still, the program was fraught with challenges as the
provincial government was criticized for “undue meddling in the
free market.”10
There were also complaints over job competition and prisoners
earning higher wages than some free workers.11
Critically, questions were raised about employing inmates in
abattoir work, using knives, hooks, electric torches and saws
to slaughter, hang, bleed out and butcher animals.

“An inmate at Guelph Correctional Centre shows off the strength he
uses to pry apart jaws of steer skulls at work at Better Beef Ltd., a
private packing firm operating on the grounds of the reformatory.”
Photo Pat Brennan 1982
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COMPARISON: GUELPH CORRECTIONAL ABATTOIR (CONTINUED)
Correctional staff – who did not like entering the abattoir –
addressed concerns about employing prisoners in slaughter
work by admitting “there is a bit of risk involved” and “the
inmates will have to be very, very carefully picked.”
By contrast, at Joyceville Institution, CSC staff flippantly admit
that there is “not much consideration of crime” in assigning
inmates to work in the abattoir.

Other Joyceville staff were conscious of the mental and physical risks of slaughter work. Some refused
to conduct the required medical clearances and psychological screenings even though “it is in their
contract.” Despite their objections, staff were pressured to rush psychological assessments to “meet
financial targets.” Later, these assessments were discontinued altogether after “psychology... refused”
(see Rushing psych assessments to “meet financial targets” and Discontinuing psych assessments
“due to liability concerns”). Still, prisoners continued to be assigned to work in CORCAN’s abattoir.
While the abattoir remains in operation to this day,
CSC and the Public Safety Ministry have given
false, mistaken, or misleading information
to inquiring politicians and reporters.
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LEGAL VIOLATIONS

“MONEY LAUNDERING
AND DRUG RELATED
ACTIVITY”

In 2003, the CORCAN abattoir was temporarily closed after inmates reported “inappropriate activities.”
Allegations ranged “from improper slaughtering and meat handling practices, to money laundering
and drug related activity to the general business relationship” between Wallace Beef and CORCAN.
The allegations were serious
enough to trigger immediate
investigations by the Ontario
Provincial Police, Kingston Police,
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture
and Food, the Ministry of Natural
Resources, and CSC’s “Pen
Squad” investigative unit. The
result was a month-long closure
of the abattoir followed by a
temporary agreement and
interim security protocols.
Internal emails now reveal
that the Warden was aware
of the abattoir’s “larger
issue of drug trafficking”
long before inmates
reported it.
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TOBACCO SMUGGLING
Smuggling of contraband via the abattoir has been happening for years. This includes tobacco.
“Guys working in the abattoir might make three bucks an hour doing the work,” says a Joyceville
inmate, “but they can make $300 or $500 a day bringing in tobacco.”12
“Lots of guys don’t last a day or even an hour on the job. They can’t do it. They go to the Inmate
Committee asking for help to get them transferred to another job. Some inmates who last long on the
job are the ones making money on the side.”
This inmate alleges that
Wallace Beef staff have
been involved in contraband
smuggling. “They both make a
lot of money, the staff and the
inmate. The Wallace Beef staff
get escorted off the property,
and the inmates get sent to
higher security immediately.”
CSC staff have recognized
that the abattoir presents a
“means of inmate commerce”
and a general threat to the safety of the institution. Security concerns were not limited to inmates, but
also Wallace Beef staff, correctional officers, and farmers accessing the CORCAN abattoir.
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INSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS
ALLOWING
INMATES
CONVICTED
OF KNIFE
OFFENCES

CSC’s policies require careful screening of inmates before assigning them to abattoir work. However,
there is no available record of this screening having been conducted, and there is ample evidence that
CSC has repeatedly disregarded protocol in order to fill abattoir jobs. This includes allowing inmates
convicted of knife offences and other violent crimes to work in the CORCAN abattoir.
Documents show one
Warden deliberately making
exceptions to fill abattoir
jobs, while another Warden
objects to an inmate working
in the abattoir given his
offence, only for staff to
dismiss her concern as not
“serious.”
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RUSHING PSYCH ASSESSMENTS TO “MEET FINANCIAL TARGETS”

CSC documents reveal the perpetual pressure to fill abattoir jobs to maintain profitability and meet
contractual obligations. Prisoners in the abattoir often struggle to last hours or days on the job before
appealing for transfer to another work assignment. Newcomers in particular are pushed towards
abattoir work. These are the ones least likely to understand their rights or refuse a work assignment.
One former inmate explains: “Prisoners don’t have the right to say no according to CSC. If they say no
then they’re going against their Correctional Plan [which is] ‘Do what we tell you, be a good boy and
we’ll let you go home early.’ And you can’t say no because that’s not being a good boy.”13
This is echoed by an anonymous inmate at Bath Institution in Kingston, who published an article in the
July 2022 issue of Cell Count: “Prison labour is a joke. It is slave labor [sic]. We have to do whatever
the man says, or else we lose; our pay, pay level, transfers, single cells, etc... Not to mention the
suspension on your file which reads, ‘Refusal to participate in your correctional program.’”14
Critiques of CORCAN prison labour are widespread. Prisoners frequently describe CORCAN jobs as
“modern day slave labour.”15 In the academic realm, CORCAN has been described as “a contemporary
mutation of slavery.”16
13

DISCONTINUING PSYCH ASSESSMENTS “DUE TO LIABILITY CONCERNS”

The pressure to drive inmates into abattoir jobs is not only to meet financial targets but also to fulfil
CSC’s contractual obligations to the abattoir operator. Fears have been raised about potential liability
should CSC fail to supply inmate labour. This presents ethical, legal, and logistical challenges when
CSC staff refuse to cooperate, and when abattoir work “does not appeal to anyone.”

PRISONERS WORKING UNSUPERVISED
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REGULATORY VIOLATIONS

“INAPPROPRIATE
SLAUGHTERING
AT CORCAN
ABATTOIR”

As discussed in Legal Violations, the CORCAN
abattoir was temporarily closed in 2003 due to
inappropriate slaughter and illegal activities.

Citing concern for public safety, the closure
occurred only weeks after inspectors had given
Wallace Beef an “A” rating, according to the Report
of the Meat Regulatory and Inspection Review.

The 2004 report, written by Superior Court Justice
Roland J. Haines, highlights Wallace Beef as
a case study in inadequate inspections, food
safety issues, “criminal offences involving
the mistreatment of animals,” and risks to
“unsuspecting consumers.”

The CORCAN abattoir services hundreds of businesses across Eastern Ontario, including farms selling
“local,” “organic,” and “halal” meat directly to consumers and restaurants.17
15

IMPROPER DISPOSAL OF BLOOD
For years, the CORCAN abattoir was improperly disposing blood and “killer floor” effluent (dirty water
containing animal feces, fat, tissue and urine) into the prison’s Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP).
This jeopardized the health and safety of prisoners and CSC staff, and caused infrastructure failures.
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“CSC staff are spraying blood around the prison.”
Further improper blood disposal practices have been reported. Inmates have witnessed CSC tractors
picking up blood tanks from the abattoir and disposing the blood onsite by spraying it over the fields.
“CSC staff are spraying blood around the prison,” says a Joyceville inmate, who notes that this is
being done in proximity to ecologically sensitive waterways. “We call them the lower fields, behind the
complex on the road that leads down to the Rideau river. It happens every Thursday or Friday for sure.”
“Thursdays are kill days at Wallace Beef.”
Inmates and CSC staff have also complained of smell and pests attracted to the blood.
Evolve Our Prison Farms filed a complaint
with the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food,
and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), requesting an
investigation into CSC’s spraying of blood.
OMAFRA said this is not common practice and
the veterinarian responsible for inspections
at the CORCAN abattoir “never issued any
approval” for this form of blood disposal.
According to OMAFRA’s Area Meat Inspection Manager, “There is no protocol in place at the provincial
level. At the federal level, it’s unknown, and unlikely.” OMAFRA noted that, given the uniqueness of
this particular abattoir, it is unclear what authority would be responsible. Abattoirs fall under provincial
jurisdiction, yet the CORCAN abattoir is owned by a federal agency and situated on federal land.
Moreover, “OMAFRA’s jurisdiction only covers what happens within the boundaries of the abattoir itself.
As soon as the blood leaves the abattoir, it’s not under OMAFRA’s jurisdiction.”18
The case was referred to Ontario’s Ministry of the Environment, Conservation, and Parks, which
indicated that “there is an approval in place” but “the details surrounding the approval are not clear.”19

OPERATING WITHOUT A CONTRACT
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CONTRACTUAL VIOLATIONS

“THIS HAS BEEN GOING ON FOR YEARS”

Wallace Beef has been in repeated violation of contract conditions since the partnership began in 1995.
Year after year, CSC’s revised contracts with Wallace Beef demonstrate a high level of concern and
distrust, inserting increasingly strong language underscoring the imperative to adhere to regulations
and contractual obligations. Still, it is clear from internal communications that violations continued to
mount along with the frustrations of CSC staff who were burdened by an endess stream of abattoir
issues and unresolved problems with Wallace Beef that have “been going on for years.”

Broken contractual conditions include:
Wallace Beef failed to adhere to institutional security protocols and CORCAN’s
business policies.
_______________________________________________________________
Wallace Beef failed to comply with federal, provincial, and municipal laws,
by-laws and regulations.
_______________________________________________________________
Wallace Beef failed to provide training to a minimum of 10 offenders at a time.
(This was reduced in subsequent contracts to eight, then six, then two, and there 		
were periods when no inmates were employed, leading to concerns that Wallace
Beef could sue CSC for breach of contract.)
_______________________________________________________________
Wallace Beef failed to supervise offenders.
_______________________________________________________________
Wallace Beef failed to dispose all blood and effluent offsite.
_______________________________________________________________
Wallace Beef failed to pay monthly rent on schedule.
18

“Staff are not trained properly to do this job???”

Documents reveal a perpetual battle between CSC staff and the abattoir operator over contractual
violations such as late payment, which should have been grounds for immediate termination of the
contract. One email, however, suggests that there was a flipside to the problem of late payment:
Wallace Beef intentionally withheld lease payments when CSC failed to supply an adequate
number of prisoners to work in the abattoir.

It presents a problematic tug-of-war when CSC is unable to provide inmates to work in the abattoir, in
violation of CSC’s obligations, leading to the abattoir operator withholding payment, in violation of the
operator’s obligations. This kind of catch-22 dynamic and interdependency may explain CSC’s habitual
failure to take decisive action over contractual violations.
19

Even the extremely
serious violations
leading to the
temporary closure of
the abattoir in 2003
failed to result in the
termination of CSC’s
partnership with
Wallace Beef.
Instead, a tentative
temporary agreement
was introduced, along
with strict security
protocols, followed
by two more decades
of contract renewals
despite ongoing
violations.
During the temporary
closure, Wallace Beef’s
existing inventory of
questionable meat
was deemed safe for
prisoner consumption
but it was immediately
taken off the CSC staff
menu.
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MISUSE OF CSC PROPERTY AND IGNORING PROTOCOL

“Why are we subsidizing a private company?”
21

UNDUE EXPENSE AND STRESS ON THE INSTITUTION
“We cannot be policing the abattoir operations at all times. If the abattoir
cannot function without placing undue stress on the plant, then consideration
must be given to cease operation of that facility.”

“At some point our guys are going to refuse to do this.”
22

23

CSC HAS ATTEMPTED TO TERMINATE CONTRACT SINCE AT LEAST 1997

24

CSC has attempted to terminate its contract with Wallace Beef many times, including in 1997 (two years
after the partnership began), in 2003 when the abattoir was temporarily closed due to illegal activities,
and in 2018 when the contract was extended due to “unknown farm matters,” a reference to CORCAN’s
2200-goat commercial dairy business planned for Joyceville Institution.20

“

IT’S WALLACE BEEF OR BUST

OMAFRA’s Meat Inspection Manager for the Joyceville area says the CORCAN abattoir is old
and dilapidated, with numerous issues of disrepair and inspection deficiences. These have been
a longstanding source of frustration for CSC, Wallace Beef, and inspectors alike. The owner
of Wallace Beef – Bruce Wallace – is retiring soon. OMAFRA made it clear that anyone taking
over the CORCAN abattoir contract would constitute a new operator, which would require a new
licence, which would require bringing the facility up to current code, which would require “a huge
influx of money.” In other words, according to OMAFRA, “It’s Wallace Beef or bust.”21
25

ETHICAL VIOLATIONS

DANGEROUS WORK,
PSYCHOLOGICAL HARM,
EMOTIONAL DESENSITIZATION

All other violations aside, the ethics of exploiting prison labour for the meat industry is profoundly problematic.
Slaughter work is fundamentally inappropriate in a correctional setting. The research is established and clear:
slaughter work is psychologically damaging and criminogenic. It is directly correlated with increases in crime,
violence and domestic violence, and substance abuse. Compared to other sectors, the slaughter industry has one
of the highest rates of workplace injury and one of the highest rates of worker turnover. This results in higher rates
of unemployment, one of many factors linking slaughter work with increases in crime.22
“CSC owns an abattoir located on the grounds of
Joyceville Institution, leased to Wallace Beef Inc.,
where prisoners perform slaughter work as an
‘industry training program.’ Certain prisoners who
have worked in the abattoir have detailed ‘dangerous
and denigrating working conditions, as well as
trauma related to inflicting or witnessing violence
against animals.’23

“It is widely accepted that husbandry is not an
example of therapeutic human-animal relationship.
Rather, it creates what sociologists refer to as the
‘care-kill’ paradox, which arises in situations like
farming and animal research in which humans are
trained on the one hand to provide care to animals,
while at the same time being trained to view them as
products whom it is okay to harm, coerce and kill.

Studies have pointed to potential negative
community impacts of the animal slaughtering sector,
including documented increased crime rates. Those
whose employment involves harming animals may
also suffer psychological consequences [such as]
somatization, obsessive-compulsiveness, depression,
anxiety, anger-hostility, and psychoticism.”24

This leads to high rates of moral ambivalence,
unease, cognitive dissonance and psychological
disorder amongst workers in animal industries – a
widely documented finding.”26

– Dr. Amy Fitzgerald, Criminologist (University of
Windsor)

“Left vague is exactly how slaughtering animals leads
to rehabilitation.”25
– Dr. Philip Goodman, Criminologist (University of
Toronto)
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– Sue Donaldson, Philosopher (Queen’s University),
from testimony presented to the Correctional Service
of Canada in 2017
“Our Research Division at NHQ has plenty of PhD
social scientists with top-notch expertise in risk
factors for reoffending, especially with violence.
It’s beyond me how they could sanction any such
callous violence.”27
– Retired CSC employee (quoted anonymously)

TROUBLING TESTIMONIES AND INDIGENOUS PERSPECTIVES
Evolve Our Prison Farms has interviewed CSC staff, inmates, and formerly incarcerated persons who
have worked in or around the Joyceville abattoir. Here are some of their troubling testimonies:

Reports of injuries sustained by staff and inmates in the abattoir.
_________________________________________________________________
Reports of staff stealing meat from the abattoir and inmates being paid in meat.
_________________________________________________________________
A CSC staff member “chuckling” about the “irony” of known violent inmates working
in the abattoir.
_________________________________________________________________
A vegan prisoner was pressured to work in the abattoir or be transferred to 		
another institution away from his family.
_________________________________________________________________
A Joyceville inmate described the trauma of being anywhere near the abattoir:
“I personally could not be present in any area where animals are being killed.
I have suffered a trauma so profound because of the offense I committed that
just the thought of seeing any living thing die is unthinkable to me.”
_________________________________________________________________
Another Joyceville inmate described a cow who escaped the abattoir and evaded
capture for weeks: “No one wanted to send her back to the abattoir. Everyone 		
agreed that it would be wrong to kill her after she fought so hard to live.”
_________________________________________________________________
A retired CSC staff member was traumatized by hearing the cows in the abattoir:
“It used to be just pitiful to hear the cattle bawling away in that building as I drove in
to work and they waited for their death. I hate that place so much.”
_________________________________________________________________
A formerly incarcerated person confessed to beating the cows on the prison farms
before being assigned to work in the abattoir: “My immediate job was preparing
cows for slaughter. It was my job to decide which seven cows would end up on
death row on any given day. It was also my habit, while they waited to head down
that ramp to their fate, to read the Bible aloud to them. I’d grown up a lot since the
days when I was hitting the poor beasts with my fists.”28
_________________________________________________________________
Another formerly incarcerated person deliberately avoided transfer to Joyceville 		
because he didn’t want to work in the abattoir, only to be placed in an abattoir job
upon release: “I worked in a slaughterhouse when I first got out. I sat in a bobcat
with a raincoat on because I was pushing guts off the floor, and I lost it after a 		
couple of months. I just lost it. I broke down.”
_________________________________________________________________
A woman’s incarcerated friend was sent from a CSC Indigenous Healing Lodge on
“work release” to a commercial slaughterhouse: “Perfect, we lock a kid up after a
childhood of abuse and sentence him to kill and cut up animals as rehabilitation.”
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“I’m not just a number, following people around with a bloody mop bucket.”
One testimony that stands out is from an Indigenous inmate at Joyceville Institution who composed a
statement at the urging of a CSC staff member (“not coercive in any respect”) claiming that working in
the CORCAN abattoir is consistent with his Indigenous beliefs.

Over 30% of Canada’s federal prison population is Indigenous even though less than 5% of Canada’s
general population is Indigenous.29 This overrepresentation is reflected in CORCAN’s labour force.30
Mi’kmaw scholar Dr. Margaret Robinson argues that using Indigenous inmates in slaughter work
“ruptures Indigenous relationships to animals and contradicts the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission Call To Action #42 regarding Justice.”31
28

INDUSTRY CAPITALIZING ON PRISON LABOUR
Two days after the Indigenous abattoir worker’s letter was written, it was sent to Public Safety Minister
Ralph Goodale by the Save Our Prison Farms advocacy group which prevented the abattoir’s closure in
2011. The timing suggests that the letter may have been solicited (“without any prompting or information
from us”) for political purposes in support of industry interests.

29

Save Our Prison Farms and their affiliated Pen Farm Herd Co-Op are organized by livestock farmers
and industry representatives (National Farmers Union, Frontenac Cattlemen’s Association, Dairy
Farmers of Ontario) who rely on the CORCAN abattoir to “realize more profitability in their businesses.”
It is clear that there is a
combination of financial and
political pressure preserving
the CORCAN abattoir.
Politically, CSC has made
commitments to government
and industry to keep the
abattoir open. Financially,
CSC is concerned that
without a private sector
abattoir operator, CSC would
have “$0 leasing revenue for
this purpose built building”
and CSC would be on “the
hook for all utility bills.”

The same industry representatives who have been active in preventing the closure of the CORCAN
abattoir now sit on CSC’s Prison Farm Advisory Panel32 overseeing the implementation of a cow dairy
research facility and 2200-goat commercial-industrial dairy operation at Joyceville Institution, which
will capitalize on prison labour to supply milk for a Chinese infant formula factory in Kingston, Ontario.33
30

Another supporter
of Save Our Prison
Farms is Dave Perry, a
CORCAN Agribusiness
Instructor employed in
the Joyceville abattoir.
He is also a private
sector beef farmer
and President of Beef
Farmers of Frontenac,
an association which
opposes the “ridiculous”
and “unnecessary”
regulation of
abattoirs.34

CSC staff
engaged
in political
lobbying.
While employed by
CSC, Dave Perry
arranged for Beef
Farmers of Ontario
to lobby the federal
government in
support of the
Joyceville abattoir
because it provides
“significant benefits
to the beef industry”
and so-called
“animal therapy”
and “benefits to
inmates.”
In a final blow,
industry blames CSC
for not providing
enough “support”
for the abattoir to
remain viable.
31

ONGOING POLITICAL INTERVENTION

On April 8, 2022, a Member of Parliament asked the federal government to offer a new abattoir
licence after the owner of Wallace Beef retires. Public Safety Minister Marco Mendicino committed to
engage on this issue, claming that abattoir work equips prisoners with the “tools” they need to safely
reintegrate into their communities. This, despite the established research showing that abattoir work is
directly correlated with increases in crime, domestic violence, substance abuse, and unemployment.
The closure of the Joyceville abattoir has repeatedly been obstructed by political intervention in
response to industry lobbying. Now, with the abattoir operator retiring, CSC and government face new
financial challenges and logistical hurdles if they wish to continue the abattoir’s operations. Not only
would it require “a huge influx of money” (see “It’s Wallace Beef or bust”) but CSC has tried to replace
Wallace Beef many times over the course of their conflicted 27-year partnership, without success.
No other company has ever wanted the job of running CORCAN’s bloody bad business.
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CONCLUSION

The first edition of Bloody Bad Business was published in August 2021 and submitted to CSC and
the Public Safety Ministry. Despite the violations that were exposed, CSC proceeded to renew its
contract with Wallace Beef – now expiring September 30, 2022 – and the Public Safety Minister
claimed that the abattoir provides inmates with the “tools” they need to safely reintegrate.
The Government of Canada is committed “to support initiatives that have been proven to reduce
crime and keep our communities safe.”35 The closure of the Joyceville abattoir is aligned with
that public safety goal. By contrast, if the government chooses to sustain the abattoir, it will be
knowingly supporting initiatives that are proven to increase crime and make communities less safe.
With Wallace Beef retiring, the abattoir will close unless the federal government intervenes once
again on behalf of industry interests. Any effort to preserve CORCAN’s abattoir will demand a
significant investment of public funds and government resources, and carry risk of negative press,
increased regulatory scrutiny, potential legal challenges, ongoing strain on CSC staff, and further
psychological harm to incarcerated persons.
33
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